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Abstract

The Earth’s crust is in continuous motion from changes in fluid
pressures associated with the redistribution of mass at the surface.
These forces, known as surface mass loading, make up a significant
amount of signal within GPS time series. This thesis is broken up into
two projects exploring atmospheric and hydrologic pressure-induced
crustal responses. The first project focuses on effects of GPS processing on corrections of atmospheric loading. We use data from over
1100 GPS stations within the Western US to investigate crustal displacements from atmospheric surface pressure variations. We find
that modeling and removing atmospheric mass loading reduces root
mean square (RMS) scatter of residual GPS time series by 16 % on
average and up to 50 % for inland stations. We observe a trend of
larger RMS reduction with increasing distance from the ocean, due
to the inverted barometer effect. We then compare five sets of processed GPS data from three different processing centers (JPL, NGL,
UNAVCO) and attempt to isolate possible causes for variations in the
GPS displacements. The GPS products with the largest reductions
in RMS scatter were generated using the more accurate, high resolution troposphere delays, with the UNAVCO data product providing
the best retention of atmospheric mass loading (ATML) in the time
series. The retention of ATML in the time series is affected by the
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temporal resolution of the tropospheric model used in initial processing of raw GPS signal. Mismodeling troposphere delays can lead to
an inaccurate distance estimate between satellite and receiver, thereby
limiting retention of atmospheric surface pressure-induced crustal displacements in the time series. As such, we recommend using high
resolution tropospheric delays when possible.
The second project focuses on isolating and quantifying hydrologic
loading signal sources within GPS stations near the Columbia River
along the Washington-Oregon border. We attempt to correlate seasonal river discharge with horizontal motions present within the GPS
time series using particle motions ellipses. We also attempt correlation between sub-seasonal signals of displacement with changes in
river discharge measured by USGS river gauges.

Introduction
The shape of the Earth is constantly changing due to internal instabilities
and outside forces. When a pressure is applied to the surface of the Earth,
it will deform or change shape. In a broad scope, it is important to study
the Earth’s shape to learn more about its internal structure. Understanding
how forces alter Earth’s crust can teach us more about the elastic properties
and interior of the Earth, as well as their response to different forces. Multiple forces can cause these perturbations, such as plate tectonics, volcanic
inflation and deflation, tidal forces, and changes in surface pressure as caused
4

by redistribution of mass in the oceans and atmosphere. Changes in fluid
pressure at Earth’s surface cause the shape of the crust to deform on time
scales ranging from hours to several thousands of years.

Surface Mass Loading
Surface mass loading (SML) is the force exerted by an object with mass onto
the surface of another object. SML can induce an elastic response of the
Earth’s crust, causing the crust to deform and become displaced (Farrell,
1972). Examples of SML include pressure variations in the atmosphere and
at the ocean bottom floor, along with mass redistribution in terrestrial water
systems. Since the interior of Earth is semi-elastic (Ito and Simons, 2011),
these mass loads induce crustal deformation, creating surface displacements
on a scale of millimeters to centimeters that can be detected by GPS (van
Dam et al., 1994, 1997; Petrov and Boy, 2004; Tregoning and van Dam, 2005;
Williams and Penna, 2011; van Dam et al., 2012; Nordman et al., 2015)
There are several types of SMLs, including oceanic, hydrologic, and atmospheric mass loading. Many surface mass loading signals exhibit periodicity on time scales of hours (ocean tides) to months (seasonal precipitation).
Oceanic loading is the physical mass of the ocean exerting pressure onto the
crust at the ocean floor (van Dam et al., 1997). The response of Earth’s vertical crustal motion due to tidal oceanic loading is related to the amplitude
of the tide; a high tide creates more ocean bottom pressure, and therefore a
larger vertical crustal response downward, while a low tide creates less ocean
5

bottom pressure and an upward response.
Hydrologic mass loading (HYDL) involves the mass redistribution of water, snow, and ice on the continents. This signal is often seasonal (Argus
et al., 2014), with winter months building up snowpack and depressing the
surface, and warmer months drying out the ground, causing upward crustal
rebound. Changes in hydrologic mass loading contribute a significant amount
of Earth deformation, and thus make it possible to use GPS as a tool to estimate water storage variations (Fu et al., 2015). Similarly, atmospheric surface pressure anomalies occur on much shorter timescales of hours or weeks,
and the GPS signal contribution is therefore much more variable (van Dam
et al., 1994). This thesis will consider effects primarily from atmospheric and
hydrologic pressures.

Motivation
This thesis is broken up into two projects. The first project pertains to
effects of GPS processing on atmospheric crustal responses in the western
US, while the second project investigates hydrologic mass loading signals
along the Columbia River. The main goals of Project One are as follows.
1) Isolate and quantify the contribution of atmospheric mass loading
within the overall GPS time series. Specifically, we quantify the degree to
which the loading source reduces GPS time series variance. We also investigate the spatial variability in atmospheric mass load responses (i.e. atmospheric pressure variations) on a regional scale throughout the western US.
6

Once that has been achieved, we then compare and quantify differences in
vertical crustal displacement among data products provided by multiple processing centers in an attempt to isolate possible sources for the discrepancies.
2) Compare GPS time series scatter after correcting for ATML for five
GPS data products calculated using different methods. In doing so, we shall
investigate the effects of the GPS processing methods on the contributions of
atmospheric pressure signals within the GPS time series, and assess the best
practices when correcting ATML in GPS time series. We aim to develop a set
of best practices for modeling contributions of surface pressure variations as
Earth deformation caused by atmospheric pressure is not commonly removed
from GPS time series.
Project Two focuses on isolating seasonal hydrologic changes in deformation responses observed in the GPS stations near the Columbia River.
Working on a Summer Apprenticeship funded by the Montana Space Grant
Consortium (MSGC), and in collaboration with Dr. Donald Argus of NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, we aim to isolate hydrologic pressure-induced
crustal responses for GPS stations near the Columbia River. We are interested in quantifying the river as a source of loading, and exploring the use
of GPS surface displacements as a tool to infer estimates of water storage in
the region.
A broader goal of these projects that goes beyond the scope of this work
includes reducing noise within GPS time series to maximize the ability to
detect tectonic deformation signals.
7

General Methods
Measuring Crustal Deformation
The daily millimeter- to centimeter-scale motions of the Earth’s surface can
be measured with GPS. GPS satellites continuously transmit radio signals
back to ground receivers on Earth. The time delay from signal sent to signal received is proportional to the distance between satellite and receiver.
GPS stations calculate their position based on this time difference. Therefore, millimeter crustal deformation can be monitored in near real time. In
this project, we consider GPS data from the Plate Boundary Observatory
(PBO), which consists of over 1100 GPS stations across the United States,
the majority of which are in the western portion of the country.

Modeling Crustal Deformation
The solid Earth deforms from the force of surface mass loads based on the
physical properties of the materials making up Earth’s interior (Farrell, 1972).
Displacement responses from SML can be generated by the python-based
software LoadDef (Martens et al., 2019). LoadDef requires only two inputs:
a load model and an Earth model. In order to create models of surface
deformation responses due to SML, we first need an interior structure model
of the Earth based on its density and elastic properties. The Preliminary
Reference Earth Model (PREM) is a one-dimensional model representing the
average properties of Earth as a function of the planet’s radius (Dziewonski
8

and Anderson, 1981). These properties include density, pressure, gravity, and
elasticity. With the planetary model in hand, LoadDef can begin the process
of modeling surface pressured-induced crustal responses by first computing
Love Numbers and Green’s Functions.
Love numbers are dimensionless parameters that quantify the rigidity of
a planetary body and the susceptibility of its shape to change due to a tidal
potential (Farrell, 1972). For the response of a spherical, elastic object to an
external gravitational potential, the following two Love numbers are defined
0

0

as hn and ln (Martens, 2016). The subscript n denotes a dependence on
0

spherical harmonic degree. hn characterizes Earth’s vertical displacement in
0

response to a surface load. ln is defined as the horizontal displacement of
Earth in response to a surface load (Martens, 2016). Load Love numbers
are computed via LoadDef from n = 0 up to spherical harmonic degree of
n = 10, 000.
Load Green’s functions are an infinite sum of Legendre Polynomials weighted
by the load Love numbers. Green’s functions characterize the response of a
spherical object to a point load of unit mass exerted at the surface (Farrell,
1972). Green’s functions depend on Earth’s elastic properties and density
structure. They vary as a function of angular distance from the point load.
The farther away from a load, the less of a response is given. Figure 1
shows an example of the vertical and horizontal responses of the Earth as
characterized by load Green’s Functions computed by LoadDef.
After using PREM as our Earth model to calculate Love Numbers and
9

Figure 1: Elastic response of Earth characterized by load Green’s Functions
for the PREM model as a function of angular distance from the load. The
top panel shows elastic response for horizontal position, while the bottom
panel shows elastic response for vertical position. The figure shows Earth’s
response is largest when closest to the load, decaying as angular distance
from the load increases. Green’s Functions are computed using LoadDef.
Green’s Functions, a load model will be convolved with the Green’s Functions
to output predicted surface pressure-induced crustal responses. For example, atmospheric surface pressure data provided by the European Center for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Molteni et al., 1996) is used
as the load model when computing predicted displacements due to atmospheric pressure fluctuations. The Green’s functions are multiplied by the
atmosphere point loads, and the product is then integrated over the entire
surface of the spherical Earth to provide the predicted vertical and horizontal
crustal responses due to ATML.
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Project One: Atmospheric Mass Loading
We aim to develop a set of best practices for modeling contributions of surface
pressure variations, particularly atmospheric pressure. We also investigate
differences in GPS surface displacement data products provided by three processing centers: NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Nevada Geodetic
Laboratory (NGL), and UNAVCO Consortium. Methods for processing raw
satellite data recorded by GPS receivers depend upon various assumptions
that vary among the processing centers. One such example is the treatment of the tropospheric delay of signals. We aim to identify possible causes
for discrepancies among the data products, and how assumptions of tropospheric delays may affect estimates of atmospheric pressure-induced crustal
responses.
Atmospheric pressure is determined by the total mass in a column of air
above the Earth. The redistribution of atmospheric mass causes variations in
surface pressure. This variation in atmospheric surface pressure is known as
Atmospheric Mass Loading (ATML). Larger atmospheric pressure variations
occur at higher latitudes, (van Dam et al., 1994; Herring et al., 2016), while
smaller variations occur near the equator. Figure 2, provided by Dr. Martens
(See Fig 8.1 in (Martens, 2016)), shows a global distribution of maximum
atmospheric pressure variations. ATML-induced surface deformation usually
occurs within a range from a few millimeters up to tens of millimeters (van
Dam et al., 1994, 1997; Petrov and Boy, 2004), similar in magnitude to hy-
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drologic loading responses (Davis et al., 2004; Argus et al., 2017), both of
which are greater in value than the responses caused by non-tidal oceanic
loading (Tregoning and van Dam, 2005; Williams and Penna, 2011; van Dam
et al., 2012; Nordman et al., 2015). Therefore, ATML can contribute significantly to overall GPS observations and should be accounted for in order to
improve resolution of other geophysical signals, such as water-storage variations (Williams and Penna, 2011; van Dam et al., 2012).

Figure 2: Fig. (8.1) from (Martens, 2016). Global changes in atmospheric
pressure variations. Purple regions are where there is maximum deviation
from the mean pressure variation, while white areas have relatively little
change from the mean pressure variation.
12

The amplitude of the response to atmospheric loading also varies with
location on the surface of the Earth. Island and coastal stations experience
less crustal displacement than stations in the continental interior experiencing the same atmospheric surface pressure due to the inverted barometer
response of the ocean (van Dam et al., 1997). The inverted barometer is a
static response of the oceans to atmospheric pressure (Ponte, 2006). Ocean
bottom pressure is relatively unchanged when atmospheric pressure is applied
at the ocean’s surface, since the water will rearrange itself to accommodate
the applied force (Wunsch and Stammer, 1997). As a result, there will be a
spatial variation in ATML-induced displacements.
ATML is not routinely removed from GPS data during processing (Williams
and Penna, 2011). We thus wish to isolate and quantify how much of GPS
’noise’ can be explained by ATML (Note: noise refers to the residual GPS
time series upon removal of all known signals from the overall GPS time
series). We shall do so by modeling ATML-induced deformation using LoadDef as described in the General Methods above. Atmospheric surface pressure data from the ERA-Interim global atmospheric reanalysis dataset at
ECMWF was used to model atmospheric loads (Molteni et al., 1996). ERAInterim is one of the latest global atmospheric analyses provided by ECMWF.
ERA-Interim is a public database providing surface pressure grids at tempo◦

◦

ral resolutions of six hours and spatial resolutions of 0.75 × 0.75 .
The atmospheric pressure data is inputted into LoadDef, and the vertical
responses due to ATML are computed. A benchmark test was conducted
13

to ensure that the models were accurate. A comparison of ATML LoadDef
models and non-tidal atmospheric loading models provided by Earth System
Modelling Group of GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (ESMGFZ) (Dill and
Dobslaw, 2013) shows that differences between the two are small, mostly less
than about 1 mm (Figure 3). Slight differences between the atmospheric
models can arise because the ESMGFZ and LoadDef models use different
ECMWF datasets. ESMGFZ also removes atmospheric tides and LoadDef
does not, and it is possible that the datasets were detrended using different
baselines.

GPS Post-Processing
Prior to analyzing SML contributions to vertical GPS displacements, it is
important to post-process the data for sources of noise to obtain an accurate
residual time series. Data from over 1100 PBO stations are considered in
this study for the water year October 2016 – October 2017. We post-process
each individual GPS station’s time series using the following procedures.
We first identify and remove stations with less than 300 total data points,
as data gaps suggest equipment malfunctions or inaccurate recordings. This
decreases chances of misinterpreting displacements in the time series as being
solely attributed to surface fluid pressure fluctuations.
As part of the post-processing procedure, before assessing ATML’s contribution to the vertical GPS signal, we must first isolate and remove other
known sources of displacement. Many of these sources can be modeled and
14
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Figure 3: Comparison of models between vertical response from atmospheric
surface pressure variations generated by LoadDef and ESMGFZ. The top
panel shows the predicted vertical responses of ESMGFZ (red) and LoadDef (black) atmospheric models overlayed upon vertical GPS signal (blue)
for GPS station P449. The bottom panel shows the residual time series
upon subtracting GFZ from GPS (yellow) and subtracting LoadDef from
GPS (purple). Note that ”NTAL = ESMGFZ” and ”ATML = LoadDef”.
Also, ”JPL = GPS”, as the GPS data was generated by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory GPS processing center.
fit to the GPS time series by solving a system of linear equations. The system
takes the form:
G×m=d

(1)

where G is a matrix of known quantities that interact with model parameters,
m is a vector of model parameters, and d is the observed displacement data.
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We rearrange this set of matrices and solve for m:

(GT × G) × m = GT × d

(2)

m = (GT × G)−1 × GT × d

(3)

Rearranging and solving the above for m yields the coefficients for the
desired empirical formula. We will empirically fit known signals of displacement, such as hydrologic seasonal loading, using this method.
Many GPS time series have extreme values that cannot be accounted for
through modeling. The sources of the extreme position estimates, known
as offsets, range from equipment malfunction to large earthquakes and must
be eliminated from the data in order to retain a geodetically accurate time
series. The times and amplitudes of offsets within the time series caused by
known earthquakes and equipment maintenance are tabulated automatically
by (Herring et al., 2016). Offsets were removed as a Heaviside step function:



H(t) = 0 t < teq


H(t) = 1 t ≥ teq
Figure 4 shows an example Heaviside step function.
Figure 5 is an example of PBO station P494 in Southern California that
experienced a large earthquake in 2010. This quake caused the station to be
displaced by about 200 mm (20 cm) South of its prior position, completely
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Figure 4: An example Heaviside step function. Step functions are represented
as simple piece-wise functions.
disrupting the linear trend of the times series. The offset is removed using a
Heaviside step function multiplied by the displacement value from (Herring
et al., 2016). Figure 6 shows the times series (black) overlayed with the step
function (blue), which is subsequently removed. For GPS stations considered
in this study, all known offsets larger than 8 mm in the vertical component
and 4 mm in the horizontal components were removed.
After large earthquake events, the crust experiences a viscous response
where it rebounds slowly over the next few weeks, known as post-seismic
relaxation. For offsets larger than 40 mm, we fit and removed the post-
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Figure 5: North position displacement (mm) of station P494 before and
after 2010 earthquake in southern California. The original GPS time series
is shown in black. The earthquake caused a significant displacement of the
station 200 mm South of its prior position.
seismic deformation signal using a logarithmic decay model from (Hetland
and Hager, 2006):

y(t − teq ) = a + b(t − teq ) + c ln (1 +

t − teq
)
τ

(4)

where y(t − teq ) is position, t is time, teq is time of the earthquake, c is
the strength of exponential decay, and τ is the logarithmic relaxation time,
assumed to be 10 days. Figure 7 shows the correction of the post-seismic
relaxation, restoring the linear trend in the data.
After correcting for offsets and post-seismic relaxation, we then remove
likely outliers from all GPS time series using a running median absolute devi-
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Figure 6: North position displacement (mm) of station P494 before and
after 2010 earthquake in southern California. The original GPS time series
is shown in black, with the modeled Heaviside step function overlayed in
blue. The residual time series after offset removal is displayed in red.
ation filter, with a 30-day median window and a median absolution deviation
threshold of 10.
A large signal still present in the time series is that of hydrologic loading. Hydrologic loading responses are generally modeled as repeating annual
signals with predictable seasonality (Argus et al., 2014). Here, we represent
the seasonal hydrologic loading response via an empirically derived harmonic
function. In order to model a seasonal harmonic, a system of linear equations
was solved to fit a linearly trended sinusoidal wave with a period of one year
to the time series.

y(t) = a + b t + c cos(wt) + d sin(wt)

19

(5)

Figure 7: Post-seismic relaxation after the 2010 earthquake is modeled as a
logarithmic decay function in green. The red is the displacement time series
before correcting for relaxation. The blue line shows the displacement time
series after correcting for relaxation, still retaining the linear tectonic trend
within the signal.
where a,b,c,d are coefficients and ω is the angular frequency of the annual
sinusoid. The coefficients are found by solving a system of linear equations
for the seasonal harmonic model; see equations (1), (2), (3). Figure 8 shows
vertical surface displacements for an example station P053 in northeastern
Montana, which has a strong seasonal signal. The harmonic is subsequently
removed (Figure 9) and leaves a post-processed residual GPS time series. All
known signals have been removed, and we can begin to investigate ATML
contributions to the residual times series. Figure 10 shows the modeled
ATML vertical displacement responses overlayed onto the post-processed
residual GPS time series.
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Figure 8: Vertical displacement (mm) of station position P053 in northeastern Montana from October 2016 - October 2017. The seasonal sinusoidal
wave with an annual period (blue) is overlayed onto the observed GPS vertical displacements (black).

Figure 9: Vertical displacement (mm) of station position P053 after removing
predicted seasonal sinusoidal signal. The data is now centered around zero.
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Figure 10: Vertical displacement (mm) of station position P053 residual
time series (black) upon removing all known major signals except ATML.
The LoadDef-modeled ATML vertical responses are overlayed in red. Several
peaks in the residual time series can be explained by the ATML contributions
shown from the model.

RMS Reduction Analysis
At this point, we have now removed the major known signals within the GPS
time series except for ATML-pressure induced responses. We next perform
some statistical calculations on our residual time series in order to quantify a
reduction in GPS scatter. We want to determine the level to which correcting
for ATML can reduce the scatter of the residual time series. We quantify a
reduction in scatter by performing a root mean square (RMS) analysis:

RM S =

p
mean[(d)2 ]
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(6)

In the case of the residual time series, we use RMS as a metric to figure
out what percent of the scatter in the residual time series normally viewed
as noise can be explained by ATML. We investigate how much ATML contributes to variations in the GPS time series by calculating the percent change
in RMS scatter from the post-processed GPS time series and the residual time
series after removing ATML contributions. In doing so, we have computed
the scatter reduction accounted for by ATML. The percent change in RMS
is calculated as follows:

% RMS Change =

RMS2 − RMS1
× 100%
RMS1

(7)

where RMS2 would be the RMS scatter value after removing ATML signal
and RMS1 would be the RMS scatter value before removing ATML from the
GPS time series. In doing so, we find a 50 % reduction in RMS scatter for
station P053 (Figure 9). This can be interpreted as ATML contributing to
up to half of the displacements seen in the residual time series.
All prior methods are then applied to every individual station to find
percent RMS change. An average of 16 % RMS reduction was found across
the network. Figure 11 displays a surface map of percent RMS change values
for each station in the PBO network across the western US. Blue values
represent a scatter reduction in the residual time series, while red values
represent a scatter increase. These results can then be interpreted for insight
into the spatial characteristics of atmospheric loading.
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The spatial distribution of percent RMS reduction, shown in Figure 11,
has a distinct pattern. For the typical station, the average percent RMS
reduction calculated was 16 %, but this average is not true for certain geographic locations. Notice that the percent RMS reduction becomes larger
(bluer) for stations located further inland, up to maximum reduction of 50
% for some continental interior stations. This implies that the ATML signal
is contributing more to the overall observed changes in GPS position. Near
the coast, the percent RMS reduction is less significant due to the inverted
barometer effect (Ponte, 2006), where the ocean acts as an inverted barometer, dispersing the force of atmospheric surface pressure, and therefore ATML
is not the dominant signal in the GPS time series close to the ocean.
The original GPS time series is a combination of multiple signal sources
with a range of strengths and timescales, such as ATML, seasonal HYDL,
and tectonic trends. ATML signals vary over hours to weeks. Hydrologic
loading has annual seasonality strength while tectonic trends last years. This
short-scale period of ATML allows for a large amount of variability in surface
displacement motions from day to day. Thus, some of the scatter in the residual GPS time series normally considered ’noise’ can actually be explained by
the variation caused by ATML.
Atmospheric pressure-induced crustal displacements vary in strength as
they increase in distance from oceans, but also with latitude. Larger loading
signals at higher latitudes result from larger pressure variations (van Dam
et al., 1994). This study focuses on low to mid-latitude GPS stations through24
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Figure 11: Percent change in RMS scatter of vertical GPS time series after
removal of ATML signal for the UNAVCO GPS dataset. Black triangles
represent an individual GPS station. Blue values correspond to reductions
in RMS scatter and red values correspond to increases in RMS scatter of the
time series. The average percent RMS reduction is 16 %.
out the western US, so globally maximum atmospheric pressure anomalies
were not expected, and results appear consistent with prior studies (van Dam
et al., 1994, 1997; Petrov and Boy, 2004).

Comparing GPS Analysis Centers
Previous studies have shown that methods for processing GPS data can
greatly impact atmospheric pressure-induced signals (Steigenberger et al.,
25

2009; Tregoning and Watson, 2009, 2011). Specifically, modeling time delays
between GPS satellites and receivers through the troposphere potentially results in amplifying displacement errors, therefore partially compensating the
true value of atmospheric pressure loading (Tregoning and Herring, 2006).
It has also been shown that high resolution numerical weather models of
tropospheric delays provide the most accurate GPS positions (Steigenberger
et al., 2009). Currently, some GPS data products use static tropospheric
delay models, which are more convenient and less time consuming (Boehm
et al., 2006). However, erroneous GPS data can lead to incorrect interpretations of surface mass loading crustal responses. We therefore wish to identify
the disparities between GPS data products for possible sources of difference
within the processing methods, particularly among the various troposphere
delay models that were used in generating these products.
We consider the following five GPS data products: a recent analysis by
the UNAVCO consortium (UNAVCO), an old (NGL-IGS08) and new (NGLIGS14) analysis by the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory, along with an old (JPL2011b) and new (JPL-2018a) analysis by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The listed data products all processed data from the GPS satellite constellation. The products differ based on selected reference frame, and method of
modeling tropospheric signal delays. We apply the previous post-processing
methods to each individual data product over the same 1100 PBO stations.
This includes accounting for the major known signals as before: offsets, outliers, hydrologic seasonal signal, and tectonic trends. Percent RMS changes
26

are then calculated and mapped in the same fashion as the UNAVCO dataset
(see Figure 11). The maps for new JPL and old JPL products are respectively shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The maps for old NGL and new
NGL products are respectively shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
Upon comparison of the percent RMS change maps created for each GPS
product, it can be seen that the UNAVCO time series provides the largest
percent reduction to RMS scatter, with a calculated average percent RMS
reduction of 16 % and a maximum reduction in RMS scatter of 50 % for
the most inland continental stations. Table 1 show the average percent RMS
change for each data product. UNAVCO time series reduce in scatter when
correcting for ATML significantly as opposed to the other data products.
A very interesting note is that the newer JPL GPS time series increase in
scatter when correcting for ATML by 4.6 %, as opposed to the older JPL
time series.
GPS Processing Center
UNAVCO
new JPL
old JPL
old NGL
new NGL

Average % RMS Change
- 16 %
+ 4.6 %
- 3.6 %
+ 4.6 %
- 4.8 %

Table 1: Table of Average % RMS Change in scatter after correcting for
atmospheric loading responses for each of the five GPS processing center
displacement values.
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Figure 12: Percent change in RMS scatter of vertical GPS time series after
removal of ATML signal using new JPL data product. Here, there is a lot
more increase in RMS scatter (shown in red), and there is not a true distinct
spatial pattern for the region. The average percent RMS change is + 4.6 %.

Discussion: Signal Delays Through the Troposphere
One contributing factor that we have identified that can explain some of the
discrepancies between processing centers is the treatment of satellite radio
signal propagation delays through the troposphere. The treatment of this
propagation delay is one of the most challenging aspects of GPS data processing. Mismodeling signal delays leads to an inaccurate distance estimate
between satellite and receiver (Tregoning and Herring, 2006; Steigenberger
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Figure 13: Percent change in RMS scatter of vertical GPS time series after
removal of ATML signal using old JPL data product. The average percent
RMS change is - 3.6 %, which is a larger reduction than that of the newer
JPL dataset.
et al., 2009). In our case, the mismodeling of signal delays through the
troposphere can partially compensate for the calculated atmospheric surface
response, which would cause an over-correction when we remove ATML. This
is due to the fact that ATML and the troposphere delay are negatively correlated. If the troposphere delay is systematically underestimated, which is
common due to spatial and temporal smoothing, then ATML will be overestimated.
Different methods and models account for tropospheric delays. Numer29
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Figure 14: Percent change in RMS scatter of vertical GPS time series after
removal of ATML signal using old NGL data product. The average percent
RMS change is + 4.6 %.
ical weather models give zenith hydrostatic delays (Simmons, 2006), while
empirical functions map the zenith delays to lower elevations (Boehm et al.,
2006). Using time-varying mapping functions yields solutions with lower
noises opposed to solutions generated using static mapping functions. The
most realistic models of tropospheric delays are often preferred, but not always available and may be difficult to implement. Therefore, not all processing centers use the highest resolution tropospheric delay models. We,
however, recommend using high resolution delays for the best retention of
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Figure 15: Percent change in RMS scatter of vertical GPS time series after
removal of ATML signal using new NGL data product. The average percent
RMS change is - 4.8 %.
ATML within the GPS time series.

Conclusions
By investigating and modeling sources of SML, we have identified spatial distribution patterns of atmospheric loading deformation among GPS stations
in the western US. Using the UNAVCO data product, we reduce RMS scatter
by an average of 16 %, with reduction increasing moving inland up to almost
50 %. These findings are consistent with previous studies on coastal stations
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and the inverted barometer effect (van Dam et al., 1997). Therefore, we
conclude that atmospheric loading significantly contributes to GPS time series in this study, and should be isolated and accounted for when conducting
further work on other known sources of crustal deformation.
The old JPL and new NGL products both exhibit small to moderate
reductions in RMS scatter after removing ATML contributions from the GPS
signal, indicating that the modeled atmospheric responses explain some of
what would be considered ’noise’ in the residual time series. UNAVCO is
the clear winner with the largest reductions in RMS scatter upon correcting
for ATML responses, with an average reduction in RMS scatter of 16 %, and
therefore UNAVCO time series do the best job retaining ATML pressuredinduced displacements throughout the initial processing of raw GPS data
(for the time period and region considered here). As for the old NGL and
new JPL data products, they both experience increases in RMS scatter on
average. Increasing scatter in the time series would mean that the predicted
ATML responses being removed are not fitting well to the residual GPS time
series.
Products seeing an overall increase in RMS scatter used lower resolution
troposphere delay models during initial processing of raw GPS data relative
to higher resolution troposphere delay models of products showing scatter
reduction.
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Project Two: Hydrologic Loading Along Columbia
River Basin
Hydrologic loading is the redistribution of continental water mass due to
seasonal weather changes, which contributes a significant signal of surface
deformation present in GPS time series (Davis et al., 2004; Fu et al., 2015).
Large precipitation events and accumulating snowpack vertically depress the
crust, while prolonged dry periods and melted runoff cause crustal uplift
(Argus et al., 2014, 2017). This signal often exhibits a seasonal pattern, with
winter months building up snowkpack, depressing the surface, and summer
months causing an elastic rebound. This predictable trend can be seen over
the course of a year in GPS position data.
We are interested in the seasonality of the residuals with respect to the
discharge of the Columbia River and precipitation, and aim to determine
the variations between stations. While precipitation events and temperature
changes can disrupt this pattern, HYDL can roughly be modeled using an
empirically derived harmonic function as in equation (5). For the movement
of water mass through the river, we wish to model the seasonality of the
resulting signal. We expect hydrologic loading to present a large seasonal
signal caused by build up of snowpack in the winter and melting/runoff in
the spring and summer.
Modeling surface deformation along the Columbia River allows for study
of how water is flowing through this area and being stored. In the western
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U.S., seasonal hydrologic loading causes Earth’s surface to fluctuate based on
the seasonal loading and unloading of snowpack. By measuring and modeling
the seasonal depression and uplift of the Earth, we can infer the amount of
water stored in a certain region, and predict how that water storage may vary
through time. The Columbia River contains several USGS stream gauges,
some of which are located near PBO stations. We wish to use river discharge
data from these nearby gauges to test for correlations between stream flow
and discharge with surface displacement signals in GPS time series, including
at sub-seasonal time scales.

Particle Motion Ellipses
Seasonal hydrologic loading-induced surface displacements can be represented
by a closed particle motion ellipse (PME). The ellipses are generated by computing a directional vector, semi-major axis, and semi-minor axis, which are
defined by the horizontal component displacements. On a 2D map, the size
and orientation of the PME represent the horizontal motions, while a color
scale demonstrates vertical displacement. The PME is calculated by first
fitting an empirical harmonic function to the GPS data (this must be done
in all three components). The wave equation is similar equation (5), but the
linear trend has been removed prior:

y(t) = c cos(wt) + d sin(wt)
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(8)

This equation can then be modified using trigonometric identities to solve
for amplitude and phase, which in turn are then used to compute the semimajor and semi-minor axes of the PMEs. The PMEs represent the seasonal deformation response to the hydrologic load, which in this case is the
Columbia River. The PME will point towards the location of maximum loading/unloading along its semi-major axis. If the river is the source of maximum
loading/unloading, then the PMEs should be perpendicular to the river. We
hypothesize that seasonal snowpack and fluctuations in reservoir levels may
dominate the seasonal signals at GPS stations along the Columbia River
Basin. The effects of fluctuations in reservoir levels, in particular, should be
investigated in future studies.

Discussion
Looking at Figure 16 provides the direction the PMEs point along the river
based on the surface deformation at the observed GPS stations. Note that the
ellipses are pointing more or less toward the ocean in an east-west line, and
are somewhat parallel to the river. This should not be the case if oceanic
loading has already been removed. However, the direction of the ellipses
could be explained if large seasonal loads are located to the east, or if all the
stations are responding to snow loading on the Cascade mountain range in
the middle of the region (Figure 17).
Figure 17 shows the elevation of the Columbia River Basin, and the selected PBO stations as blue triangles. The color-coded elevation map shows
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Figure 16: A preliminary map of the twelve river station with their PMEs
(green) generated from horizontal displacement data gathered from each
PBO station near the Columbia River. The ellipses appear to be near parallel
to the river.
that there is low elevation East of the river, so it is unlikely that the source
is coming from up river. Some of the PMEs are slightly pointed towards the
river at certain locations. There happens to be several large hydro-powered
dams along the Columbia River, disrupting streamflow and river discharge at
certain times of the year. This means that the water flow is highly controlled,
and could offer a possible explanation for the PMEs not being perpendicular
to the river. Due to time constrictions with respect to this project, these
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Figure 17: An elevation map showing the location of twelve PBO stations
near the Columbia as blue triangles.
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scenarios were not explored in further detail. However, if time permitted, we
would explore the effects of changing water levels in the controlled reservoirs
to see if the dams dominate the seasonal loading signals along the Columbia
River. We would also like to perform synthetic tests to determine how close
a GPS station would need to be to the river to be able to detect fluctuations
in local river discharge. Figure 18 shows a comparison of vertical crustal
deformation for PBO station P429 with measured river discharge from a
nearby USGS stream gauge. The sub-seasonal deformation responses cannot
be correlated at this low resolution, but future work would allow for such an
analysis.
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Figure 18: Vertical crustal response data (black) from station P429 is superimposed on river discharge data (blue) from nearby stream gauge USGS
14120000. The left axis corresponds to vertical surface displacement in units
of millimeters and the right axis corresponds to volume of water discharged
per second. At this current resolution, it is extremely difficult to determine
possible correlations between high river discharge and vertical crustal depression.

Summary
In Project One, we isolate and quantify ATML from the GPS time series
for PBO stations throughout the western US. By removing ATML we are
rewarded with an average percent RMS reduction of 16 %, for GPS time series
generated by the UNAVCO processing center. A healthy spatial distribution
of ATML contributions to GPS time series is observed, with further inland
stations having a more dominant ATML signal than coastal stations, due
to the inverted barometer effect. A comparative analysis for five GPS data
products produced by three processing centers show a range of percent RMS
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change in scatter, with NGL old and JPL new showing an average increase
in scatter across the network. Table 1, along with Figures 11 - 15, show that
UNAVCO clearly retains ATML within the GPS time series the best during
initial processing steps. This may be due to its use of very accurate high
resolution troposphere delay models.
In Project Two, we investigate hydrologic loading along the Columbia
River. We attempted to correlate seasonal river discharge with with the
horizontal motions present in the GPS time series using PMEs, which depict
seasonal motion. We also attempted to correlate GPS stations with nearby
river gauge discharge data for instances where potential large precipitation
events, which is a sub-annual observation, causing change in river flow could
be related to a spike in negative amplitude of the vertical component of
GPS data. Due to time restrictions, however, these goals were not fully
explored, and future studies will be necessary to complete this investigation.
GPS stations along the river exhibit small seasonal signals, which may be
attributed to the heavily controlled flow of the river from several hydro dams.
Particle Motion Ellipses calculated from each of the GPS station horizontal
time series provided inconclusive results, pointing in directions of maximum
loading and unloading not in the direction of the River. Future studies could
explore possible effects of changing reservoir levels along the river to see if
dams are the dominant seasonal loading sources, as well as testing required
proximity of PBO station to river and stream gauge to detect fluctuations in
river discharge.
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